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Which books sold well in China?
当当网2019上半年畅销书分析

■ By Le Yi

The book market gradually warmed up

In the first half of 2019, the China's book retail 
market moved from "cold spring” to "warm summer”. 

According to the data jointly released by China 
Publishing and Media Journal and the Aoshi company 
(this data integrates real-time monitoring data of 
over 3200 physical bookstores and online stores, 
distribution and publishing units in various provinces 
and cities across China), shows that the national book 
retail market in the first half of 2019 is doing better 
than last year. In detail, the sales volume increased 
by 0.23%, and the sales revenue increased by 
8.66%. Among them, the volume of sales in physical 
bookstores decreased by 13.15% year-on-year, sales 
revenue decreased by 10.17% year-on-year; while for 

online stores,the sales volume increased by 10.39%, 
and sales revenue increased by 16.01%.

In physical bookstores, cultural and educational 
books is the largest market segment, the market share 
increased from 35.88% last year to 41.35%. The 
share of social science related books contracted to 
20.63%. Literature, Children's books and technology 
related books remained stable: literature accounted 
for 16.06%, down 1.11%; children's books accounted 
for 12.63%, up 1.31%; technology related books 
accounted for 9.32%, down 1.02%.

For the online market, the share of children's books 
increased by 0.86% to 31.23%; the share of cultural 
and educational books decreased by 1.94% to 22.50%, 
that of social science related books increased by 0.68% 
to 19.87%, and that of literature and art increased by 
0.32% to 19.35%. Technology related books went 
up by 0.18% to 4.27%. Lifestyle books went down 

by 0.1% to 2.78%. It can be seen that consumers of 
children's books are more willing to buy online, and 
their market share jumps from the fourth to the first 
position.

Policies issued benefit the publishing

In 2018, the China's publishing industry was in 
a transition period from traditional publishing to 
integration and innovation, from high-speed growth 
to high-quality development, and from manufacturing 
products to providing knowledge services. Several 
aspects of policy adjustment have had an impact on 
the publishing industry. First, the central government 
and government at various levels have introduced 
various policies and provided financial support, which 
boosted the morale of the book industry. 

(Continued on F13)

According to Dangdang's booklist in the first half of the year based on online book 
reviews and bestseller charts, consumers are still happy to purchase trending books 
despite the trade conflict between China and US, economic downturn and marketing 

contraction.
In terms of fictions, in addition to the classic evergreen bestsellers Alive, The Kite Runner 

and No Longer Human, the release of the film The Wandering Earth during this spring festival 
has triggered a reading craze of Liu Cixin's novels. For example, The Three-Body Problem is at 
the forefront of the sales list. The film has made the science fiction genre familiar to many other 
readers and the sci-fi has finally moved from a niche circle to mainstream culture in China. 
During the Spring Festival, orders of science fictions on Dangdang rose more than 12 times 
year-on-year, which shows more opportunity for science fiction writers including Liu Cixin. 

It is worth mentioning that Mai Jia released a new book, Life Like That which has been 
polished for eight years. After the launch, it has received much attention and entered the 
TOP10 list of new fictions. Dong Qing, Gao Xiaosong, Bai Baihe, Yang Youning, He Sui and 
other celebrities participated the launch of the new book, which made the topic of Life Like 
That continue to ferment. 

Now look at non-fictions. The new middle class is generally faced with childcare problems, 
so Jane Nelsen's parenting Bible - Positive Discipline leads the non-fiction list, and the author 
becomes a welcomed foreign education writer among Chinese parents. Parents are enthusiastic 
and have left more than 730,000 comments for the book on the internet. 

Ranked 9th, Nurturing Boys provides parents with an advanced guide for parents about their 
children before adulthood. The book sells 5 million copies worldwide. The Chinese version 
has been printed 48 times and the sales volume of the Chinese edition has exceeded 2.2 million 
copies. It has been on the bestselling chart for 15 years. 

Gao Ming's psychological work Genius On the Left Madman On the Right has quickly topped 
various lists of bestsellers since its publication. At the same time, major film and television 
companies competed for the film & TV rights, and the first episode of online drama series 
of the book immediately has over one million viewers. In the full version of the new book in 
2018, Gao Ming added 10 new chapters that have never been published. 

Feng Zikai:All Tastes are Life was published on the occasion of the 120th anniversary of Feng 
Zikai's birth. The new book was sold out three times upon its release and the cumulative sales 
exceeded 200,000. 

The author of the Chinese history comics The Half-Hour Comic History Series, Er Hun Zi, 
has created a new trend in reading history. The book combines graphic illustrations with 
textual explanations and with its language style familiar to digital natives takes care of the 
reading needs of the fragmented era. Therefore, it won the heart of many young readers. The 
author has 4 million followers online and actively participate in online and offline promotion, 
thus creating a strong reading trend. 

Other recommendations from the top 10 best-sellers are all written by people with common 
tags: influencers, intellectuals, founders of social media accounts with millions of followers 
and opinion leaders in the field of parenting. They write their parenting experience into books, 
e.g. Building Children's Super Brain by Big J Little D, Silicon Valley Engineer Dad's Super Mind 
Mapping Tutorial: Shaping Children's Learning Brain by Honest Dad and Every Child Can learn 
Chinese language Well by Ivy Dad. Each specializes in different subjects, provides practical 
skills, and becomes a common choice for many families.

Last but not least, in children's category, influenced by The Wandering Earth, Silver Rocket 
Juvenile Science Fiction series curated by the Little Dangdang Children's Library has enabled 
many parents to help their kids build a systematic sci-fi framework. In the list of children's 
new books, you can see that in addition to the hot sale of books about the Forbidden City and 
history for juvenile readers, some other books on setback education(about helping child cope 
with frustration)and logical thinking have also received attention, such as Miyanishi Super 
Picture Book and DK Brain Training Manual + Magical Logic Thinking Game Book.

Fictions
title author publisher

1 No Longer Human Dazai Osamu Writers Press
2 Alive Yu Hua Writers Press
3 The Three-Body Problem Liu Cixin Chongqing Publishing House
4 The Kite Runner Khaled Hosseini Shanghai People's Publishing House
5 The Long Goodbye Raymond Chandler Hainan Publishing House
6 Ferryman Claire McFall Baihua Literature and Art Publishing House
7 There is a Little Booth in the cloud Zhang Jiajia Hunan Literature and Art Publishing House
8 Besieged City Qian Zhongshu People's Literature Publishing House
9 Wandering Earth Liu Cixin Chinese Overseas Publishing House

10 Fang Siqi's First Love Park Lin Yihan Beijing United Publishing Company

Non-Fictions
title author publisher

1 Positive Discipline Jane Nelsen Beijing United Publishing Company
2 Skin Cai Hongda Tianjin People's Publishing House
3 I understand you Chen Guo Shandong Pictorial Publishing House
4 Life Needs a Sense of Rituals Li Siyuan Shandong Literature and Art Pub-

lishing House
5 Feng Zikai, All Tastes are Life Feng Zikai Huazhong University of Science & 

Tech Press
6 Genius On the Left Madman On the Right Gao Ming Beijing United Publishing Company
7 15 Years of Wanli Emperor in Ming Dynasty Huang Renyu SDX Joint Publishing House
8 We Three Yang Jiang SDX Joint Publishing House
9 Raising boys Steve Biddulph CITIC Publishing House
10 A Half Hours Comic Chinese History Jiangsu Chen Lei Phoenix Literature Publishing House

Children's Books
title author publisher

1 The Magic School Bus
(picture book)

Joanna Cole Guizhou People's Publishing House

2 Chinese History for Children Chen Weiping New World Publishing House
3 Silver Rocket Juvenile Science 

Fiction series
Liu Cixin Zhejiang Education Publishing 

House
4 Eco: A Young Math Book Mindel & Harry 

Sitomer,etc
Guizhou People's Publishing House

5 DK Children's Encyclopedia / China Encyclopedia Publishing House
6 French Eyes Series / CITIC Publishing House
7 Records of the historian for Juve-

nile Readers
Zhang Jiahua Qingdao Publishing House

8 Nobel Prize-Winning Works 
(Juvenile Edition)

/ Liaoning Children's Publishing 
House

9 Little Piyo Satoshi Iriyama Yangtze River Children's Publishing 
House

10 Mi Xiao Quan goes to school Bei Mao Sichuan Children's Publishing House

First half of 2019 result

Dangdang Bestseller List in first half of 2019
 (according to online book reviews and number of sales)

■ By Lu Yun


